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Bringing Seamless Trust and Security to Last Mile Delivery 

Jay Prakash 

Founder, Silence Laboratories 

Recent year has seen unprecedented surge in the delivery ecosystems as more and more purchases 
of goods are being done through various online stores and ecommerce portals. While it brings 
multitude of challenges and strains the already crammed last mile delivery from operations 
perspective, we have witnessed serious loss of revenues due to lack of end-to-end trust. We have 
devised techniques to bring complete trust and transparency between delivery agencies, delivery 
persons and the customers for seamless yet secure and trustworthy system.  Our main contributions 
are in algorithms and deployments which do not require interventions and in puts from either of the 
parties. When implemented in practice the research and designs would negate losses of huge 
chunks and enhance experience of three parties. 

 

BTC Bull 

Hari Garg 

Associate Professor, National University of Singapore 

We have seen both sides of the argument: there are those who love to love BTC and then those who 
love to hate BTC. However, once the technology matures, the cooling heads prevail. BTC is not a 
panacea for all problems in the FINTECH world, though it is an excellent beginning with a 1T worth 
of economy. There are myriad applications of 'trusted computing' and we wish to do another coin 
"BTC Bull" that learns the goods, the bads, and the uglys of BTC to do BTC Bull, a coin that will 
create value beyond the existing crypto-coins. The applications range from Digital FINTECH to e-
Governance systems of the future. It is a risky proposition. But then you don't get rich unless you 
listen to your head when all else says stop. Let us race back to the future... 

 

Search on Encrypted Data and Metadata of Independent Users for Smart 
Services 

Sanjeev Solanki 

Team Lead, Acronis 

In general data owners as users who back-up their data using cloud backup services request smart 
search capabilities to be available for quick find of file(s) from large data that is backed up. With the 
frequent occurrence of cyberattacks on cloud systems many users prefer to keep their data in 



 

encrypted form on one hand and at the same time expect to have similar level of services as 
unencrypted data.  

To meet user smart service requirement backup service provider needs a performant technology to 
enable secure and privacy preserving searchable feature into encrypted user data. Secure search 
service expected to serve two purpose, 1st to directly delivers results to user and 2nd create secure 
metadata database to create global smart service for all encrypted data users.  The “threat model” 
requires the privacy guarantee of data as well as metadata during search service process/activity. 
The solution preferably be hardware agnostic but certain ideas of using “secure enclaves” be 
acceptable with performance enhancements. User side resource usage to be minimal and server-
side resource optimal. Additionally, it is acceptable to be demonstrated with opensource tools like 
Elasticsearch/Lucene. 
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